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shared an exhibition with Andy Warhol. LeRoy Neiman and Andy Warhol. LeRoy Neiman Artist Hero Of Andy Warhol Dies Age 91 Exhibits in Twin City Show at Minneapolis Institute of Arts; wins Chicago Art. exhibition LeRoy Neiman, Andy Warhol: An Exhibition of Sports Paintings held at Proust/Warhol: Analytical Philosophy of Art - Google Books Result Jun 26, 2012. LeRoy Neiman was an artist whose paintings are immediately In the catalogue of an exhibition of his Olympic-themed work, a critic noted: Before Andy Warhol, who, upon hearing of the roaring sales of the artist's prints in Lot 545. Muhammad Ali Rare Neiman-Warhol Joint Exhibition Jun 21, 2012. He was one of the most prolific and well respected sports painter of al. LeRoy Neiman Artist Hero Of Andy Warhol Dies Age 91 - ArtLyst Article image In the 60's and 70's his exhibitions were sell outs with clients queuing